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Reception Under Section 605 of
the Communications Act
By ALLEN N. DIXON III*
Introduction
The past thirty years have brought profound changes in video
communication technology. Standard television broadcasting was
the only form of video communication available before 1949.1 Now,
however, an estimated 10.4 million viewers' receive programming
from various types of "pay television" systems.' Cable television
services, subscription television stations, and multipoint distribu-
tion services, although indistinguishable to many home viewers,
compete fiercely for larger shares of the pay television market."
Many pay television companies use satellite services to beam pro-
gramming simultaneously to wide areas of the nation for distribu-
tion.' Plans are currently being developed for direct broadcast sat-
ellite stations, whereby programming would be broadcast to a
* Member, Second Year Class, Washington College of Law, American University, Wash-
ington, D.C.
1. The first cable television systems were established in 1949. See United States v. South-
western Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157, 162 n.12 & accompanying text (1968), citing H.R. REP. No.
1635, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1966). Subscription television was first authorized by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission (FCC) in 1961. Connecticut Comm. Against Pay TV v.
FCC, 301 F.2d 835, 836 (D.C. Cir. 1962). Multipoint distribution services were authorized in
1974. See Multipoint Distribution Services, 45 F.C.C.2d 616, 29 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) 382
(1974). Direct broadcast satellite stations are still under consideration. See Notice of Pro-
posed Policy Statement and Rulemaking, 46 Fed. Reg. 30,124, 4 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) (Cur-
rent Service) 56:135 (1981).
2. NEWSLETTER ON MULTIPOINT DISTRIBUTION SERVICES, May 11, 1981, at 2.
3. For purposes of this note, "pay television" includes cable television, subscription televi-
sion, multipoint distribution services, satellite services, and direct broadcast satellite sta-
tions. For a description of these various systems, see notes 28-71 and accompanying text,
infra.
4. All types of pay television are gaining viewers rapidly, but cable still holds the largest
market share. See generally PAY TV NEWSLETTER, July 15, 1981, at 1.
5. See Regulation of Domestic Receive-Only Earth Stations, 44 Fed. Reg. 6,755, 6,756
n.1(a), 6 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) (Current Service) 75:xxiii, 75:xxiii n.1(a) (Jan. 26, 1979).
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subscriber's home directly via satellite.'
Inherent in the development of pay television is the problem of
unauthorized reception. Cable television systems must deal with
non-subscribers who tap into the cable.7 Other types of pay televi-
sion services must contend with those who by means of special re-
ceivers8 or decoders' receive programming without compensating
the pay television company.
A legal weapon that is emerging against such unauthorized re-
ception" is an action under section 605 of the Communications
Act." The statute prohibits unauthorized interception and use of
"radio communications" that are not "broadcast for the use of the
general public."" The Communications Act imposes criminal sanc-
6. See Notice of Proposed Policy Statement and Rulemaking, 46 Fed. Reg. 30,124, 4 RAD.
REG. 2d (P & F) (Current Service) 56:135 (1981).
7. Telephone interview with James Ewalt, Counsel for Nat'l Cable Television Ass'n in
Wash., D.C., July 29, 1981.
8. Special receivers are needed to receive multipoint distribution services, satellite ser-
vices, and the proposed direct broadcast satellite service. See notes 38-71 and accompanying
text, infra.
9. Special decoders are needed to receive subscription television service. See notes 28-37
and accompanying text, infra.
10. It is by no means clear that this statutory provision covers every unauthorized pay
television reception. See, e.g., Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office, 474 F. Supp. 672,
680-82 (S.D.N.Y. 1979) (applicability of section 605 to multipoint distribution service
questioned).
11. 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976) [hereinafter referred to as section 605], provides in pertinent
part:
Except as authorized by chapter 119, Title 18, no person receiving, assisting in
receiving, transmitting, or assisting in transmitting, any interstate or foreign com-
munication by wire or radio shall divulge or publish the existence, contents, sub-
stance, purport, effect, or meaning thereof, except through authorized channels of
transmission or reception . . . . No person not being authorized by the sender
shall intercept any radio communication and divulge or publish the existence, con-
tents, substance, purport, effect or meaning of such intercepted communication to
any person. No person not being entitled thereto shall receive or assist in receiving
any interstate or foreign communication by radio and use such communication (or
any information therein contained) for his own benefit or for the benefit of an-
other not entitled thereto. No person having received any intercepted radio com-
munication or having become acquainted with the contents, substance, purport,
effect, or meaning of such communication (or any part thereof) knowing that such
communication was intercepted, shall divulge or publish the existence, contents,
substance, purport, effect, or meaning of such communication (or any part
thereof) or use such communication (or any information therein contained) for his
own benefit or for the benefit of another not entitled thereto. This section shall
not apply to the receiving, divulging, publishing, or utilizing the contents of any
radio communication which is broadcast or transmitted by amateurs or others for
the use of the general public or which relates to ships in distress.
12. Id. These terms are discussed in detail in notes 110-145 and accompanying text, infra.
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tions for violations of section 605,3 and courts have also imposed
civil damages."
Whether section 605 should protect against unauthorized pay
television reception is the focus of this note.15 The types of pay
television and the methods of unauthorized reception will be out-
lined. The case law development of section 605, including the rela-
tively few pay television cases, will be reviewed. Also, the problems
with allowing liability for unauthorized pay television reception
under section 605 will be examined, including the difficulties with
the statutory language, the legislative history, and the economic
considerations involved. In light of these problems, this note sug-
gests that liability for unauthorized pay television reception should
not be based on section 605 and that the Communications Act
should be amended to settle this issue for the federal courts.
13. Violators of the Communications Act are subject to fines not exceeding $10,000 and
prison terms not exceeding two years. 47 U.S.C. § 501 (1976). Violators of FCC rules
promulgated under the Act are subject to fines not exceeding $500 for each day an offense
continues. 47 U.S.C. § 601 (1976).
14. See, e.g., Reitmeister v. Reitmeister, 162 F.2d 691 (2d Cir. 1947) (L. Hand, J.). See
notes 96-104 and accompanying text, infra.
15. There are several other avenues, outside the scope of this note, upon which an action
against unauthorized pay television reception could proceed.
a) Copyright infringement under 17 U.S.C. §§ 101-510 (1976). See, e.g., Orth-O-Vision,
Inc. v. Home Box Office, 474 F. Supp. 672, 684-87 (S.D.N.Y. 1979) (permanent injunction
and partial summary judgment granted against unauthorized MDS distributors on basis of
copyright claim). There could be a problem under the Copyright Act, however, in reaching
unauthorized home video reception, which arguably is not "public performance" of copy-
right material. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 101, 106(4) (1976).
b) Unfair competition under state law. But cf. Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office,
474 F. Supp. at 682-84 (unfair competition claim found preempted by federal copyright
law). An action brought by a pay television company against an individual consumer rather
than a business also might not qualify for an unfair competition claim.
c) Theft of services under state law. Most states have theft-of-services statutes which
would cover unauthorized video reception. See, e.g., N.Y. PENAL LAW § 165.15(4) (McKinney
1980); CAL. PENAL CODE § 593-D (West Supp. 1981). Most cases examining unauthorized
cable television reception have proceeded on state theft law grounds; these cases are almost
universally unreported. Telephone interview with James Ewalt, Counsel for Nat'l Cable
Television Ass'n in Wash., D.C., July 29, 1981.
d) Wire fraud. No reported case dealing with pay television has been tried on the basis of
the federal wire fraud statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1343 (1976). A theory of action might be con-
structed for certain pay television services by analogy to the "blue box" cases of unautho-
rized telephone reception tried under this statute. See, e.g., United States v. Garner, 632
F.2d 758 (9th Cir. 1980) (defendant convicted of using "blue box" to defraud Nev. Bell Tel.
Co.).
e) Unauthorized reception of wire communications under 18 U.S.C. § 2511 (1976).




Pay Television Technology & Unauthorized
Reception
There are currently five varieties of pay television in operation
or proposed for the future: conventional cable television, subscrip-
tion television, multipoint distribution services, satellite services,
and the proposed direct broadcast satellite services. Each type of
service and the related problems of unauthorized reception will be
described briefly.
A. Cable Television
Cable television, or community antenna television (CATV) as it
was first called," is the oldest of the pay television technologies.1 7
It originally served as a means of bringing television service into
communities that had little or no such service.18 Cable systems
have become a good deal more versatile, however, and many areas
with adequate television service also have cable systems now.19
A conventional cable television system sends its programming by
wire around its community and connects individual subscribers'
homes to the cable.2 0 Further, many cable systems have "tier" ar-
rangements that allow customers to pay for one or more specialized
programming services in addition to the basic cable fare." Often in
such cases, cable companies install at a subscriber's residence sepa-
rate decoding equipment that tunes in the additional programming
from encoded signals on the cable."
Unauthorized reception of cable television service is accom-
plished by a splice into the cable, a connection into already-wired
16. See United States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157, 160 (1968).
17. Non-profit cable systems were in operation as early as 1949; commercial cable systems
began operating in 1950. See id. at 162, n.2 and accompanying text. For a summary of cable
television's early history, see id. at 161-67.
18. See id. at 163; NETWORK INQUIRY SPECIAL STAFF OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION, Recent Trends in Cable Television Related to the Prospects for New Televi-
sion Networks, PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE PROSPECTS FOR ADDITIONAL NETWORKS (app.) 3
(1980) (prelim. report) [hereinafter cited as FCC CABLE REPORT].
19. FCC CABLE REPORT, supra note 18, at 3.
20. United States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157, 161 (1968).
21. For a description of the various methods by which cable television is delivered and
paid for, see FCC CABLE REPORT, supra note 18, at 3.
22. See generally Rosenthal, Important Battles Won Against Theft of Service, CABLE
AGE, Sept. 7, 1981, at 10-11 (features of cable technology vulnerable to unauthorized recep-
tion described).
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cable terminals, or connection of "tiered cable" electronics to a set
receiving ordinary cable programming." Periodic inspections of a
system's cables can identify unauthorized splices,2" as can various
electronic devices developed to identify and control reception of
cable programming." Even so, cable systems regularly find non-
subscribers wired in-between three and twenty percent of a sys-
tem's viewers in different cities"-and theft actions against such
persons are not uncommon."
B. Subscription Television Service
Subscription television (STV), authorized by the FCC in 1961,2
is a paid variation on conventional broadcast television that is cur-
rently operating in at least sixteen major cities." The FCC re-
quires such a station to broadcast free programming, receivable on
a conventional television set for part of its broadcast day.30 An
STV station encodes the remainder of its broadcast day, during
which time the station picture and sound become indecipherable
on ordinary television sets.31 Paying subscribers lease decoders
23. See id.
24. See id. Some cable companies are offering bounties to anyone bringing in unautho-
rized decoding equipment. Teleprompter Manhattan Cable TV, for example, offers $10 for
each unauthorized converter it receives. Id. at 12.
25. So-called "addressable" decoder-converters are used by many new cable systems to
control where their signals are delivered. Id.
26. ATC, which owns several pay cable systems, reports that 3% of its viewers are non-
subscribers. Id. at 10. Teleprompter Manhattan Cable TV, which has an unusually severe
problem, estimates that 10-20% of its connections are unauthorized. Id. at 12.
27. Telephone interview with James Ewalt, Counsel for Nat'l Cable Television Ass'n in
Wash., D.C. (Jul. 29, 1981). Mr. Ewalt said that although cable systems usually prosecute
habitual offenders under theft-of-service statutes, they have watched "with interest" actions
brought by other pay television systems under § 605.
28. See Connecticut Comm. Against Pay TV v. FCC, 301 F.2d 835 (D.C. Cir. 1962) (up-
holding FCC authorization of first STV station). For a history of FCC proceedings authoriz-
ing STV, see Network Inquiry Special Staff of the Federal Communications Commission,
Subscription Television, REPORT ON PROSPECTS FOR ADDITIONAL NETWORKS (app.) 11-33
(1980) (prelim. report) [hereinafter cited as STV REPORT].
29. This figure was correct as of mid-1981 and included STV stations in Detroit, Los
Angeles, Dallas, and Chicago. See NEWSLETTER ON MULTIPOINT DISTiuTION SERVICE, July
15, 1981, at 2. FCC rules only permit applicants to propose subscription television service in
markets where four television stations already provide city-grade "free" television service.
47 C.F.R. § 73.642 (1980).
30. See Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 821 (9th Cir. 1981); 47
C.F.R. §§ 73.643(a), 73.1740 (1980).
31. See Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459, 461 (6th Cir. 1980)
(examining particular STV station); Landfear, Pay TV Decoder, RADIO-ELECTRONICS, Jan.
1981, at 41 (photograph shows actress Bo Derek as seen on scrambled STV signal); STV
REPORT, supra note 28, at 34, 36-37 (describing one system which displays a "torn" picture
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from an STV company to receive the paid programming offered."
Unauthorized viewers can receive the paid part of an STV sta-
tion's programming by installing decoders on ordinary television
sets that match those provided by the STV companies. 3 Although
the number of STV stations is small, unauthorized STV reception
has been widely-and colorfully-discussed." STV stations were
among the first pay television companies to bring claims under sec-
tion 605 of the Communications Act" against unauthorized use of
their signals," and unauthorized STV reception promises to be a
continuing source of controversy.3 7
C. Multipoint Distribution Services
Multipoint distribution services (MDS) are a form of microwave
transmission." The FCC considers MDS a common carrier service,
if not decoded).
32. See Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459, 461 (6th Cir. 1980)
(station intends that only paying subscribers receive STV signal); 47 C.F.R. § 73.642(f)(3)
(1980) (FCC rule requires STV stations to lease decoders to subscribers); NETWORK INQUIRY
SPECIAL STAFF OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, Report on Multipoint Distri-
bution Service, REPORT ON PROSPECTS FOR ADDITIONAL NETWORKS (app.) at 2, n.6 and ac-
companying text (Jan. 1980) (prelim. report) [hereinafter cited as MDS REPORT] (STV is
one of the three major forms of mass delivery of pay entertainment programming).
33. See Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 821 (9th Cir. 1981).
Several businesses- have openly advertised pay television reception equipment, such as Pi-
rate Electronics in Phoenix and Bootleg TV in northern California. See CABLE AGE, supra
note 22, at 8 (the "infamous" Pirate Electronics); S.F. Examiner & Chronicle, Oct. 5, 1980
(Datebook) (sample Bootleg TV ad).
34. See, e.g., Editorial, Keep the Airwaves Public, RADIO-ELECTRONIcs, Dec. 1980, at 16
(public has right to receive and decode STV broadcasts); BROADCASTING, Aug. 18, 1980, at 51
(biggest battle regarding unauthorized use of signals revolves around STV); STV Decoders,
FCC Pub. Notice, Mimeo No. 34941, 47 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) 1626 (1980) (FCC warns
against unauthorized STV reception).
35. 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976).
36. See, e.g., Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 1981)
(action against unauthorized manufacturers of STV decoders); Chartwell Communications
Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459 (6th Cir. 1980); STV Decoders, FCC Pub. Notice, Mimeo
No. 34941, 47 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) 1626 (1980).
37. Even the state and national legislatures have considered bills that make unauthorized
STV reception and unauthorized manufacture and sale of STV decoders a crime. See CAL.
PENAL CODE § 593(a) (West Supp. 1981). The statute has been challenged on supremacy
clause grounds. HOLLYWOOD REPORTER, Nov. .21, 1980, at 1, 36. Rep. Richardson Preyer in-
troduced a bill in Congress in 1980 to protect STV and other pay television systems; the bill
did not pass. See H.R. 7747, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. (1980). Rep. Henry Waxman introduced a
similar bill in 1981 that provided for actual damages (or statutory damages up to $50,000),
and/or prison terms of up to two years for violations of § 605, which was presumed to pro-
tect pay television. See H.R. 4727, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981).
38. See MDS REPORT, supra note 32, at 1.
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because in theory MDS licensees are required to lease time to any
user on a first-come, first-serve basis." In practice, many MDS
licensees lease virtually all of their time to pay television compa-
nies,"' and MDS thereby has become a major pay television deliv-
ery service." Pay television companies often retain distributors to
receive the MDS signals, tune the microwave signals to ordinary
television frequencies, and deliver the programming to subscribers
by cable." Although MDS signals can only cover a limited area,
they are useful for delivering pay programming to apartment
buildings and condominiums within a city," and in some cases for
delivering such programming to single-family residences. 5
There are two ways that non-subscribers can receive multipoint
distribution services. First, an individual might install a relatively
sophisticated microwave receiver capable of converting MDS sig-
nals into television frequencies." Some courts have examined this
type of unauthorized reception under section 605 in recent cases.
Second, a non-subscriber might tap into the local cable that deliv-
ers already-converted MDS programming to paying customers. 8
The latter form of unauthorized reception is similar to that which
ordinary cable companies encounter," and courts examining unau-
thorized reception of the respective services would probably find
the legal issues identical.50 MDS programmers speculate about the
extent of unauthorized reception, but the average rate of such re-
ception is apparently less than ten percent."
39. Id.
40. Id. at 2.
41. See id. at 2, n.6 and accompanying text (MDS, STV, and CATV the three major
forms for mass delivery of paid entertainment programming).
42. See id. at 60-61.
43. MDS is limited by line-of-sight between a transmitter and receiver, and its usual
range is 25-30 miles. See id. at 64.
44. See id. at 61-62.
45. See id. at 61 n.9, Exhibit C.
46. See id. at 66-69.
47. See, e.g., Home Box Office, Inc. v. Pay TV of Greater N.Y., Inc., 467 F. Supp. 525
(E.D.N.Y. 1979) (preliminary injunction granted against unauthorized MDS reception on
basis of § 605); Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office, 474 F. Supp. 672 (S.D.N.Y. 1979)
(preliminary injunction against unauthorized MDS reception granted on grounds other than
§ 605).
48. See MDS REPORT, supra note 32, at 67, n.33 and accompanying text; id. at 68, n.39
and accompanying text.
49. See note 23 and accompanying text, supra.
50. The main problem with finding liability for such reception under § 605 is that no
"radio communication" is being received. See notes 115-120 and accompanying text, infra.




Strictly speaking, satellite services" are not a form of pay televi-
sion. As of this writing, no pay television company is offering ser-
vice delivered by satellite to individual subscribers." However,
many companies that provide other types of pay television service
(i.e. CATV, STV, and MDS) use programming delivered to them
by satellite." Pay television companies often transmit their pro-
gramming from a central location to satellite, where it is retrans-
mitted by a "transponder" to a wide section of the globe.55 These
companies' own satellite dishes (properly termed "earth stations")
or those of their authorized distributors receive the signals
throughout this global arc, and the programming is then delivered
to paying customers."
The possibilities for unauthorized reception of satellite services
are enormous, because any earth station within the satellite's range
can receive pay television signals, and because users of satellite
services generally do not scramble or otherwise encode their sig-
nals.57 Until now, the cost of earth stations has kept the amount of
unauthorized reception limited; an estimated 7,500 to 10,000 earth
stations are now used for such purposes.58
company in Miami, where the problem was acute, proved that there were 700 unauthorized
receivers in its market (6% of its number of subscribers).
52. "Satellite services," as used in this Note, are usually termed "domestic satellite com-
munication services," "domestic satellite services," or "fixed satellite services." See First
Report & Order in the Matter of Regulation of Domestic Receive-Only Satellite Earth Sta-
tions, 44 Fed. Reg. 65,753, 65,753, 74 F.C.C. 2d 205, 206, 46 Rad. Reg. 2d (P & F) 698, 699
(1979) [hereinafter cited as Earth Station R. & 0.] ("domestic satellite"); NETWORK INQUIRY
SPECIAL STAFF OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, Video Interconnection: Tech-
nology, Costs and Regulatory Policies, PROSPECTS FOR ADDITIONAL NETWORKS (app.) 23
(1980) (prelim. report) [hereinafter cited as VIDEO INTERCONNECTION] ("domestic communi-
cation satellite"); Rice, Direct Broadcast Satellites: Legal and Policy Options, (1980), in
NETWORK INQUIRY SPECIAL STAFF OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, PROSPECTS
FOR ADDITIONAL NETWORKS (app.) 166, 168 (1980) (prelim. report) [hereinafter cited as PRE-
Lim. DBS REPORT] ("fixed satellite service").
53. The direct broadcast satellite inquiry, discussed in notes 62-64 and accompanying
text, infra, is designed to implement the first such service.
54. PREIM. DBS REPORT, supra note 52, at 181. For a complete description of how the
various television services use satellite services, see VIDEO INTERCONNECTION, supra note 52,
at 48-49.
55. See VIDEO INTERCONNECTION, supra note 52, at 16-31.
56. Id.
57. See, e.g., CABLE AGE, supra note 22, at 12 (Showtime, a major pay television company
that uses satellite services, will not scramble until 1983).
58. Between 10,000 and 20,000 earth stations are in operation, an additional 10,000 are
expected to be sold in 1982, and 40,000 will be in use by 1983. Approximately one-half of the
earth stations sold are used for unauthorized pay television reception. See id. at 12; TIME,
[Vol. 3726
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Earth station sales have increased dramatically, however," and
pay television companies are becoming increasingly concerned
about this type of unauthorized pay television reception." The
FCC and pay television companies have issued warnings against
unauthorized reception of satellite services," but as of early-1982
there had been no reported court decision finding unauthorized re-
ception of such services illegal.
E. Direct Broadcast Satellite Services
Science fiction and electronics visionaries have long discussed
the idea of direct-to-home broadcasting from satellites in orbit
around the earth. 2 The United Nations" and the FCC64 have
more recently given the matter serious study. Direct satellite
broadcasting (also termed "Direct Broadcast Satellite" or "DBS")
as now proposed by several U.S. applicants, 5 would offer program-
ming to individual subscribers in almost every part of the coun-
try." DBS companies would transmit their programming to satel-
lite, where satellite transponders would then transmit the signal to
small earth stations provided to individual subscribers by the DBS
Sept. 7, 1981, at 70.
59. Approximately 600 earth stations are manufactured each month. CABLE AGE, supra
note 22, at 12.
60. Id.
61. See, e.g., Earth Station R. & 0., supra note 52, at 705-06; Daily Variety, Oct. 8, 1980,
at 116 (Satellite Subscription Television launches ad campaign against unauthorized
reception).
62. Writer Arthur C. Clarke envisioned satellite radio broadcasts in 1945. See Clarke, Ex-
tra-Terrestrial Relays-Can Rocket Stations Give World-Wide Radio Coverage? WIRELESS
WORLD, Oct. 1945, at 305. The technology for direct broadcasting from satellites first be-
came available in the 1960's. For a history of the medium's development, see K. QUEENEY,
DIRECT BROADCAST SATELLITES AND THE UNITED NATIONs, 7-10 (1978).
63. See QUEENEY, supra note 62.
64. Since 1979, the FCC has produced a Notice of Inquiry, two staff reports, and a Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking on DBS; "numerous comments and reply comments" (in the Com-
mission's modest words) have been received in these proceedings. See Notice of Proposed
Policy Statement and Rulemaking, 46 Fed. Reg. 30,124. Policy Statement and Rulemaking,
46 Fed. Reg. 30,124, 30,125-26, 4 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) (Current Service) 56:135, 56:136-38
(1981).
65. The proposal of Comsat, the largest DBS applicant, is summarized in BROADCASTING,
Dec. 22, 1980, at 23-25. Several other applicants' proposed DBS systems are summarized in
TELEVISION DIGEST, July 20, 1981, at 1-3.
66. See FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, STAFF REPORT ON POLICIES FOR REGULA-
TION OF DIRECT BROADCAST SATELLITES 10 (1980) [hereinafter cited as STAFF DBS REPORT]:
"[I]t will provide an ideal means for reaching large, nationwide audiences, and may eventu-
ally provide programming in competition with the networks."
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companies.6 7 DBS companies that propose a paid service are plan-
ning to encode their signals to protect against unauthorized
reception.68
The potential for unauthorized reception is similar to that cur-
rently presented in satellite service transmissions." At least one
DBS company is proposing elaborate encoding technology which
would enable it to direct and control reception of its signal.7 0 At
this early stage of DBS, however, the threat of unauthorized recep-
tion has not generated great concern."
No form of pay television technology-cable television, subscrip-
tion television, multipoint distribution service, satellite service, or
direct broadcast satellite service-is immune from unauthorized
reception. Companies using these technologies, therefore, face diffi-
culties in finding legal actions to remedy this somewhat novel
problem. Pay television companies encounter particular difficulty
in basing legal claims on section 605 of the Federal Communica-
tions Act, the development of which will be summarized in the
following section.
II.
Case Law Development of Section 605
The recent cases dealing with unauthorized reception of pay tel-
evision7 3 are the latest in a line of cases dating back to the 1930's"
67. Id. at 7-8, 10.
68. Comsat, a major DBS applicant, is planning to scramble its signal to discourage unau-
thorized reception. Its plans may be the impetus for an industry-wide move among pay
television companies to scramble signals. Moozakis, Satellite Signal Scrambling, TVC, Jun.
1, 1981, at 90.
69. See notes 55-60, supra.
70. See BROADCASTING, Dec. 22, 1980, at 24 (Comsat electronics will allow company to
turn service on and off without entering homes).
71. It is interesting that with such potential for unauthorized reception, there has been so
little mention of the problem in the DBS literature. Scrambling of signals apparently is
assumed to be the remedy for the problem, and the primary concern is whether decoders
should be sold or leased. See PRELIM. DBS REPORT, supra note 52, at 77-81.
72. 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976).
73. See, e.g., Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 1981);
Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459 (6th Cir. 1980); United States
v. Westbrook, 502 F. Supp. 588 (E.D. Mich. 1980); Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office,
474 F. Supp. 672 (S.D.N.Y. 1979); Home Box Office, Inc. v. Pay TV of Greater N.Y., Inc.,
467 F. Supp. 525 (E.D.N.Y. 1979).
74. The earliest Supreme Court case examining section 605 was decided in 1937. See Nar-
done v. United States, 302 U.S. 379 (1937) (section prohibits unauthorized interception and
subsequent divulgence of telephone conversations in court).
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under section 605. Particularly in recent years, courts have inter-
preted the provision extremely broadly in deciding what types of
communications the statute protects7 5 and what types of sanctions
the statute imposes.
A. Types of Communications Protected
Most court cases examining section 605 have found that the pro-
vision protects communications that can be termed "messages."
Since 1967, however, some types of entertainment communications
have been found similarly protected.
Courts have found most often that section 605 protects commu-
nications that can be generally termed "messages."77 The bulk of
all cases law under section 605, for example, has dealt with unau-
thorized interception of telephone conversations." Courts have
consistently found, however, that the provision protects other simi-
lar types of "message" communications. 79 Some courts have found
two-way amateur radio conversations protected by section 605.80
At least two courts have held that disclosure of police radio com-
munications violate this section of the Communications Act.81 In a
case during World War II, the FCC found that disclosure by a U.S.
radio station of secret British and German ship-to-shore transmis-
sions violated section 605.2
The trend since 1967 has been to apply section 605 to some
75. See notes 77-95 and accompanying text, infra.
76. See notes 96-104 and accompanying text, infra.
77. The statute was intended to protect "messages"; see notes 146-173 and accompanying
text, infra.
78. The line of cases began with Nardone v. United States (Nardone I), 302 U.S. 379
(1937) (illegal wiretaps made inadmissible as evidence in federal courts by § 605); Weiss v.
United States, 308 U.S. 321 (1939) (intrastate calls may not be intercepted under § 605);
and Nardone v. United States (Nardone II), 308 U.S. 338 (1939) (evidence obtained by using
"leads" from illegal wiretaps inadmissible).
79. The number of § 605 cases not dealing with unauthorized telephone interception is
very limited. There are only a few cases examining other forms of communications. See note
73, supra, which lists most of the reported pay television cases; notes 80-83 and accompany-
ing text, infra.
80. See United States v. Sugden, 226 F.2d 281 (9th Cir. 1955), aff'd, 351 U.S. 916 (1956)
(information about "wetbacks" derived from monitoring licensed two-way radio operators
not admissible evidence).
81. United States v. Lane, 514 F.2d 22 (9th Cir. 1975) (ascertainment of dragnet routes
from police radio broadcasts and disclosure of information to drug dealers in imminent path
of dragnet violates § 605); United States v. Fuller, 202 F. Supp. 356 (N.D. Cal. 1962) (news
agency divulging police radio conversations violates § 605).
82. Ex rel. Knickerbocker Broadcasting Co., 7 F.C.C. 468 (1939).
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types of entertainment communications that cannot easily be
termed "messages." The first major departure in this direction oc-
curred in KMLA Broadcasting Corp. v. Twentieth Century Ciga-
rette Vendors Corp. (KMLA),83 a 1967 case in which the District
Court for the Central District of California examined the problem
of unauthorized FM multiplex reception." FM multiplex licensees
provide most of the commercial-free background music that the
public hears in shopping centers and similar places;8" subscribers
can only receive such programming with receivers-not commonly
available-that are provided by the multiplex programmer." The
court found that section 605 did protect FM multiplex transmis-
sions.87 This case, although similar to a few FCC decisions on back-
ground music services which preceeded it,88 was the first court de-
cision that expanded section 605 to include types of
communications that cannot be termed "messages."
Courts at first did not accept the argument that section 605 also
protects pay television. Three separate courts ruled in 1979 and
1980 against the ability of pay television companies to bring claims
under this provision." The District Court for the Central District
of California, for example, dismissed such a claim and noted as fol-
lows: "[W]hile it makes an appealing picture to see courts and ad-
ministrative agencies redeeming national communications policy,
the fact remains that it is not the proper function of the courts to
do so.""
A line of cases has developed recently in the Courts of Appeals
83. 264 F. Supp. 35 (C.D. Cal. 1967).
84. Defendants had been installing for their clients radios capable of receiving plaintiff's
(multiplex licensees) programming. Id. at 38-39.
85. The "Muzak" company is perhaps better known for providing this type of service
than is Musicast, Inc. (the plaintiff in KMLA), which provides the same type of service. See
id. at 37.
86. For a brief description of multiplex operations, see id. at 37-38.
87. Id. at 42-43.
88. See Non-Broadcast Activities by FM Stations, 19 RAD. REG. (P & F) 1619 (1960) (un-
authorized reception of multiplex music services violates § 605); Non-Broadcast Activities
by FM Stations, 11 RAD. REG. (P & F) 1589 (1955) (unauthorized reception of inaudible
tone sent by "simplex" music broadcasters violates § 605).
89. See Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, No. 80-72412 (E.D. Mich. Aug.
14, 1980) (order dismissing § 605 claim), rev'd, 637 F.2d 459 (6th Cir. 1980); Nat'l Subscrip-
tion Television v. S & H TV, No. CV-80-829-LTL (C.D. Cal. Aug. 4, 1980) (order dismissing
§ 605 claim), rev'd, 644 F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 1981); Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office,
474 F. Supp. 672 (S.D.N.Y. 1979) (Q 605 not held to protect MDS programming).
90. Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, No. CV-80-829-LTL (C.D. Cal. Aug. 4,
1980) (order dismissing § 605 claim), rev'd, 644 F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 1981).
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for the Sixth9 1 and the Ninth92 Circuits and in some of the United
States district courts,98 however, holding that section 605 does pro-
tect pay television from unauthorized reception. These courts
based their decisions in large part on the KMLA holding.9 4 Indeed,
these holdings are the current trend; as of this writing, all reported
decisions to the contrary except one have been overruled."
B. Types of Sanctions Imposed
The types of legal actions and remedies allowed under section
605 have run a wide gamut, especially in recent years. Many courts
have viewed section 605 as a criminal law, the violation of which is
punishable by fine or prison term9 6-a result consistent with the
language of the Act.97 Quite early, the Supreme Court interpreted
the provision as an evidentiary rule which did not allow admission
of evidence gained either directly98 or indirectly" by its violation.
In Reitmeister v. Reitmeister,00 an oft-cited 1947 case, 01 the Sec-
91. See Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459 (6th Cir. 1980).
92. See Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 1981).
93. United States v. Westbrook, 502 F. Supp. 588 (E.D. Mich. 1980) (motion to dismiss §
605 claim denied); Home Box Office, Inc. v. Pay TV of Greater N.Y., Inc., 467 F. Supp. 525
(E.D.N.Y. 1979) (preliminary injunction granted on basis of § 605), perm. injunction
granted, [1981] COPYRIGHT L. REP. (CCH) 1 25,089 (E.D.N.Y. June 8, 1979). At least one
state court has granted a preliminary injunction on the basis of § 605 pending resolution of
the claims. See California Satellite Systems v. Nichols, No. 294843 (Cal. Super. Ct. May 12,
1981).
94. See Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 822 (9th Cir. 1981)
(KMLA first reported case on issue); Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637
F.2d 459, 463-64 (6th Cir. 1980) (KMLA rule examined intent of broadcaster in determining
§ 605 violation); Home Box Office, Inc. v. Pay TV of Greater N.Y., Inc., 467 F. Supp. 525
(E.D.N.Y. 1979) (KMLA rule followed).
95. See Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office, 474 F. Supp. 672 (S.D.N.Y. 1979). The
court refused to grant partial summary judgment against an unauthorized distributor of pay
television on the basis of § 605. Id. at 680-82.
96. See, e.g., United States v. Westbrook, 502 F. Supp. 588 (E.D. Mich. 1980) (defendants
charged in three count criminal indictment under § 605); Pugach v. Klein, 193 F. Supp. 630
(S.D.N.Y. 1961) (statute outlines misdemeanor violation).
97. See 47 U.S.C. § 501 (1976) (fine and prison term established for violations of Act);
note 13, supra.
98. See Nardone v. United States, 302 U.S. 379 (1937) (unlawful wiretap inadmissible).
99. See Nardone v. United States (Nardone II), 308 U.S. 338 (1939) ("fruits" of unlawful
wiretap inadmissible).
100. 162 F.2d 691 (2d Cir. 1947).
101. See, e.g., Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 821 n.1 (9th Cir.
1981) (courts have long recognized private right of action under § 605, citing Reitmeister);
Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459, 466 (6th Cir. 1980) (citing
Reitmeister as first of "long body of precedent" allowing implied right of action); KMLA
Broadcasting Corp. v. Twentieth Century Cigarette Vendors Corp., 264 F. Supp. 35, 43
(C.D. Cal. 1967) (citing Reitmeister and allowing private cause of action).
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ond Circuit Court of Appeals held that section 605 was a remedial
statute that allowed actions for damages by those affected by viola-
tions of its provisions.102
Recently, particularly in the pay television cases, courts have al-
lowed suits in equity under section 605 not only to enjoin the un-
authorized interception and use of protected communications,103
but also to enjoin manufacture and sale of any devices designed for
such reception."o'
In short, courts have put few limits on the types of legal actions
and remedies allowed, as well as the types of communications pro-
tected, under section 605. The problems with continuing such an
approach in the pay television litigation will be detailed in the next
section.
III.
Section 605 and Pay Television: A Closer
Examination
There are some difficult problems with applying section 605 to
unauthorized pay television reception. From the standpoint of
statutory interpretation, the elements of section 605 do not readily
apply to pay television, and the legislative history of the provision
strongly suggests that section 605 was not designed to protect the
sort of "entertainment" communications typified by pay television.
102. 162 F.2d at 694 (L. Hand, J.):
Although the Act does not expressly create any civil liability, we can see no reason
why the situation is not within the doctrine which, in the absence of contrary
implications, construes a criminal statute, enacted for the protection of a specified
class, as creating a civil right in members of the class, although the only express
sanctions are criminal.
Whether § 605 gives a private right of action under the more recent Supreme Court test
in Cort v. Ash, 422 U.S. 66, 95 (1975), has never been resolved. See Chartwell Communica-
tions Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459, 266 (1980) (finding private right of action under
Cort v. Ash test); Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office, 474 F. Supp. 672, 681 n.8
(S.D.N.Y. 1979) (court did not consider § 605 in light of Cort v. Ash standard); 1981 Hear-
ings, infra note 179, at 2-5 (Congress considers § 605 amendment which would settle issue,
allow damages).
103. See Home Box Office, Inc. v. Pay TV of Greater N.Y., Inc., 467 F. Supp. 525
(E.D.N.Y. 1979) (preliminary injunction against unauthorized MDS reception and distribu-
tion granted on basis of § 605); KMLA Broadcasting Corp. v. Twentieth Century Cigarette
Vendors Corp., 264 F. Supp. 35 (C.D. Cal. 1967) (suit under § 605 to enjoin unauthorized
distribution of FM multiplex transmissions).
104. See Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459 (6th Cir. 1980)
(preliminary injunction extended in action to enjoin unauthorized manufacture and distri-
bution of STV decoders).
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From a communications policy standpoint, the proliferation of
costly litigation under section 605 may well be postponing long-
term solutions of effective pay television scrambling. The expan-
sive interpretations courts have given to section 605, therefore, not
only are inconsistent with the statute's meaning but also are
counterproductive to the goal of minimizing unauthorized recep-
tion, industry-wide, as quickly as possible.
A. Statutory Language
The language of section 605 does not clearly address the problem
of unauthorized pay television reception. Some of the elements of
section 605 include such troublesome terms as "radio communica-
tion," "broadcast," and "for the use of the general public," which
can be interpreted in various ways in pay television cases.
Section 605 contains four separate clauses and a proviso.10
Clauses one and three establish liability for persons receiving or
assisting in receiving "radio communications," and were regarded
traditionally as applying to communication carriers and their em-
ployees. 06 Clauses two and four, however, are more general provi-
sions that establish liability for any person intercepting radio com-
munications.1 07 Clauses one, two, and four forbid unauthorized
reception and disclosure of radio communications, and at least one
court has found a "disclosure" in a pay television case. 08 Clauses
three and four prohibit unauthorized reception and use of radio
communications for one's own benefit or for the benefit of another
not entitled thereto. 09 The proviso of the statute exempts from
liability any interception, use, or disclosure of communications
"broadcast for the use of the general public." In the pay television
cases, courts generally have concentrated on the "unauthorized in-
terception and use" provisions, and on the statute's "broadcasting"
proviso."10
105. See Weiss v. United States, 308 U.S. 321, 327 (1939); Note, Unauthorized Intercep-
tion of Space-Oriented Telecommunications, 25 F.B.J. 412, 412 (1965).
106. Weiss v. United States, 308 U.S. 321, 327-28 (1939); 47 U.S.C. § 605, cls. 1,.3 (1976);
Note, supra note 105, at 413.
107. 47 U.S.C. § 605, cls. 2, 4 (1976).
108. See Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 826-27 (9th Cir. 1981)
(defendants violated "divulged or published" clause).
109. 47 U.S.C. § 605, cl. 4 (1976).
110. See, e.g., Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459, 462, 466
(6th Cir. 1980) (second and third clauses cited as "relevant portion"); Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v.
Home Box Office, 474 F. Supp. 672, 680-81 (S.D.N.Y. 1979) (third clause "pertinent part").
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Clause three of section 605, the most relevant in pay television
litigation, has several elements that must be established for liabil-
ity to arise. These are
(1) A person (2) not being entitled thereto (3) receiving or assist-
ing in receiving (4) any interstate or foreign communication by
radio, and (5) using such communication or any information con-
tained therein for his own benefit or for the benefit of another not
entitled thereto."'
The proviso of section 605, however, provides a defense to any
statutory. liability, including liability under clause three. Elements
of the statutory proviso are
(1) receiving, divulging, publishing, or utilizing the contents of (2)
any radio communication which is (3) broadcast or transmitted
by amateurs or others (4) for the use of the general public."'
Most of these elements do not present problems of interpreta-
tion in pay television cases. Some have been well-defined by almost
fifty years of case law."8 There is confusion about aspects of some
other elements that do not directly bear upon unauthorized pay
television reception.""
The problems arise in applying the elements "radio communica-
tion," "broadcast," and "for the use of the general public" to pay
television. An examination of these three elements shows that the
statute does not clearly protect pay television.
1. Radio Communication: Section 605's protection of "radio
communication" does not extend to some types of unauthorized
pay television reception, including unauthorized connection into
conventional cable systems and similar connection into cables de-
livering other types of pay television. Such reception involves no
over-the-air ("radio") programming.
In order for unauthorized pay television reception to violate sec-
111. 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976).
112. Id.
113. For example, the dispute over what constituted "interstate or foreign communica-
tions" was settled in Weiss v. United States, 308 U.S. 321 (1939) (intrastate communications
protected). What constitutes "interception" was resolved in the early wiretap cases. See,
e.g., Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129 (1941) (telephone conversation overheard by
person within earshot of caller not protected under § 605).
114. For example, the dispute over whether a government official constituted a "person"
under § 605, see Nardone v. United States, 302 U.S. 379 (1937), does not impinge upon the
pay television problem. The liability of government officials is a problem largely transferred
to 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-20 (1976).
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tion 605, it must be a reception of a "radio communication."n 5 The
Communications Act defines the term to include virtually any form
of over-the-air communication." 6 Because the term is so broadly
defined, there has been little debate as to what constitutes a "radio
communication."
Some types of pay television are clearly "radio communications."
STV, MDS, DBS, and satellite services all involve over-the-air sig-
nals," 7 and as such they are undoubtedly "radio communications."
There is a problem, however, in applying the term to cable televi-
sion service and cable delivery of MDS service. Cable television,
delivered by wire, is almost by definition not a "radio communica-
tion.""' Unauthorized connection to a cable delivering MDS pro-
gramming also seems to be an unauthorized reception of wire com-
munications,119 which may be proscribed by other sections of the
U.S. Code'2 0 but which does not satisfy the "radio communication"
element of section 605. These types of unauthorized pay television
reception fall outside the protections of section 605, therefore, be-
cause no "radio communication" is involved.
2. Broadcast or Transmitted: Courts that have examined section
605 recently have found the term "broadcast" one of the most dif-
ficult in the statute. A finding that a particular form of communi-
cation is a "broadcast" is necessary for the proviso of section 605121
to apply and therefore for the unauthorized reception involved to
be legal."' The courts and the FCC have differed greatly in their
115. See 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976).
116. "'Radio communication' or 'communication by radio' means the transmission by ra-
dio of writing, signs, signals, pictures, and sounds of all kinds, including all instrumentali-
ties, facilities, apparatus, and services (among other things, the receipt, forwarding, and de-
livery of communications) incidental to such transmission." 47 U.S.C. § 153(b) (1976).
Compare the definition of "communication by wire," which includes similar transmissions
made "by aid of wire, cable, or other like connection"). Id. § 153(a).
117. See notes 28-71 and accompanying text, supra.
118. See United States v. Midwest Video Corp., 406 U.S. 649, 650 (1972), citing United
States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157, 161 (1968) (cable television a transmission
by wire).
119. It might be argued that MDS involves a radio communication, and the cable is
merely an instrumentality for the delivery of the radio communication. See 47 U.S.C. §
153(b) (1976). The problem with such an approach is that it works both ways: cable delivery
of MDS service is arguably a communication by wire, and the radio transmission involved is
an instrumentality for delivery of the wire communication. See 47 U.S.C. § 153(a) (1976).
120. See 18 U.S.C. § 2511 (1976) (unauthorized interception of wire or oral communica-
tions proscribed).
121. 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976).
122. See id. (provision does not apply to communications broadcast or transmitted for
use of the general public).
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determinations of what types of communications are "broadcasts"
and how such determinations should be made, and the competing
legal theories do not yield a clear rule for the various types of pay
television.
The Communications Act defines the term "broadcasting" as a
"dissemination of radio communications intended to be received
by the public.""'2 Section 605 includes this term in the element
"broadcast or transmitted,"'124 but courts have universally disre-
garded the alternative "transmitted" in analyzing section 605
violations."'
The FCC and some courts have held that communications are
not "broadcasts" if their technology makes it difficult for the gen-
eral public to receive these communications or if the sender in-
tends that the public receive such transmissions only under certain
conditions.2 6 On the other hand, some courts have reasoned that
communications carrying programming of interest to the general
public, and communications intended to be received by large seg-
ments of the public (even if for a fee), are "broadcasts."' 2 7 Either
view of "broadcasting" could apply to pay television. Thus, unau-
thorized pay television reception may or may not be proscribed by
section 605.
The pay television cases highlight the confusion surrounding the
123. 47 U.S.C. § 153(o) (1976).
124. See 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976) ("broadcast or transmitted").
125. "Transmitted" is purported to be defined at 47 U.S.C. § 153(d) (1976), but the defi-
nition includes the word itself. None of the pay television cases has considered "transmit-
ted" as an alternative to "broadcast." See, e.g., Chartwell Communications Group v. West-
brook, 637 F.2d 459, 462 (6th Cir. 1980) (question is whether STV is broadcasting); United
States v. Westbrook, 502 F. Supp. 588, 590 (E.D. Mich. 1980) ("broadcast or transmitted"
language cited, only "broadcast" discussed); Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office, 474 F.
Supp. 672, 681 (S.D.N.Y. 1979) (principal issue whether HBO's communications are
"broadcasts").
126. See, e.g., Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459, 465 (6th Cir.
1980) (STV intended only for paying subscribers; not broadcasting); KMLA Broadcasting
Corp. v. Twentieth Century Cigarette Vendors Corp., 264 F. Supp. 35, 42 (C.D. Cal. 1967)
(technology, subscription aspects of FM multiplex render it not broadcasting); Unauthorized
Interception and Use of MDS Transmissions, FCC Pub. Notice, Mimeo No. 11850 (Jan. 24,
1979) (MDS technology, subscription features not broadcasting).
127. See Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 824 (9th Cir. 1981)
(intent that STV be delivered to general public renders it broadcasting); Orth-O-Vision, Inc.
v. Home Box Office, 474 F. Supp. 672, 681-82 (S.D.N.Y. 1979) (MDS entertainment pro-
gramming intended to appeal to mass audience); Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
for Subscription Television Service, 31 Fed. Reg. 5,136, 5,139-40, 3 F.C.C.2d 1, 9, 7 RAD.
REG. 2d (P & F) 1,501, 1,510-13 (1966) [hereinafter cited as STV Rulemaking] (intent of
programmer to provide service to a large segment of the public makes STV broadcasting).
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"broadcasting" element. The FCC found that subscription televi-
sion was "broadcasting,""" but some courts disagreed."' The FCC
announced that multipoint distribution service was not "broad-
casting,"130 but one court has questioned that view."'3 Satellite ser-
vices are not "broadcasting" according to the FCC,'" even if they
are transmitting pay television programming. Federal courts have
not yet examined this question. Cable television would present the
most complicated problem in applying this element. The Supreme
Court has ruled that cable television is not "broadcasting" but
rather "ancillary to broadcasting."" A court examining unautho-
rized cable television reception fortunately would not have to reach
the question of whether cable television is "broadcasting" for pur-
poses of section 605, because cable television also would not meet
the statute's "radio communication" element. 4
The element "broadcasting" presents great difficulties for courts
examining unauthorized pay television reception. Under one view,
pay television is not "broadcasting" because it is intended for pub-
lic reception without payment only under certain conditions pay-
ment. Under this view, section 605 protects pay television. Alterna-
tively, pay television may be "broadcasting" because it programs
material of interest to the general public that is intended to be
received by large segments of the public. Under this view, section
605 does not protect pay television from unauthorized reception. It
is not clear, therefore, whether the "broadcasting" element of the
section 605 proviso protects pay television.
3. For the Use of the General Public: The third major difficulty
in interpreting section 605 arises in determining which communi-
cations are broadcast "for the use of the general public."' 3 ' Be-
cause this element presents many of the difficulties presented by
128. STV Rulemaking, supra note 127, at 5,139-40, 3 F.C.C.2d at 9, 7 RAD. REG. 2d (P &
F) at 1510-13.
129. See, e.g., Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 824 (9th Cir.
1981) (STV found to be "broadcasting").
130. See FCC Pub. Notice, supra note 126, at 1-2 (MDS not "broadcasting").
131. See Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office, 474 F. Supp. 672, 681-82 (S.D.N.Y.
1979) (implies MDS is "broadcasting").
132. See Earth Station R. & 0., supra note 52, at 65,757, 74 F.C.C.2d at 214, 46 RAD. REG.
2d (P & F) at 704-05.
133. See United States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157, 178 (1968) (FCC author-
ity to regulate cable television is "reasonably ancillary" to its authority over television
broadcasting).
134. See notes 115-120 and accompanying text, supra.
135. 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976).
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the "broadcasting" element,' it likewise raises the question of
whether section 605 protects pay television.
A threshold problem is whether "for the use of the general pub-
lic" is in fact a separate element of the section 605 proviso. Be-
cause the Communications Act defines "broadcasting" as the dis-
semination of radio communication intended to be received by the
public, 7 the phrase "for the use of the general public" in section
605 may be merely part of the term "broadcasting" which immedi-
ately preceeds it.138 Otherwise, section 605 would exempt from lia-
bility interception of "[radio communication which is] intended to
be received by the public . . . for the use of the general public.""
A recent subscription television case 4 0 highlights the problem: the
court found that STV was "broadcasting"-i.e., a radio communi-
cation intended to be received by the public"'-but that STV was
not broadcast "for the use of the general public."" Although it
can be argued that the "general public" element of section 605 is
not a separate element at all, courts interpreting this provision
have generally regarded it as such."3
Courts examining the "general public" element have the same
problem as they have with "broadcasting": its meaning can be de-
cided either upon grounds of a system's restricted distribution or
its popular program offering. Courts that have viewed restricted
distribution as important have reasoned that many types of com-
munications-including pay television services-are not designed
to be received by the general public without special equipment and
without payment, and therefore are not broadcast "for the use of
the general public.""' Alternatively, courts could examine pro-
gramming content and find that pay television is "intended for the
136. See notes 121-134 and accompanying text, supra.
137. 47 U.S.C. § 153(o) (1976).
138. A similar argument was raised and rejected by the court in Nat'l Subscription Tele-
vision v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 824-25 (9th Cir. 1981).
139. Id. at 825.
140. United States v. Westbrook, 502 F. Supp. 588, 590 (E.D. Mich. 1980).
141. 47 U.S.C. § 153(o) (1976).
142. United States v. Westbrook, 502 F. Supp. 588, 590 (E.D. Mich. 1980).
143. See Nat'l. Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 825 (9th Cir. 1981)
("the cases have assumed the opposite construction"). But see Chartwell Communications
Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459, 462-65 (6th Cir. 1980) (impliedly combining both
elements).
144. See, e.g., Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 824 (9th Cir.
1981) (STV only broadcasts for paying public); Chartwell Communications Group v. West-
brook, 637 F.2d 459, 465 (6th Cir. 1980) (equipment requirements negate finding that STV
is intended for use of general public).
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use of the general public" because it involves entertainment pro-
gramming intended to be sold to the general public.'45 There is
thus no well-settled determination of what the "general public" el-
ement of section 605 means, how such a determination should be
made, or whether the element applies to pay television
communications.
The language of section 605 presents difficult problems, there-
fore, in pay television litigation. Particularly difficult are the statu-
tory elements "radio communication," "broadcast," and "for the
use of the general public." Depending on what interpretation a
court gives to these particular elements, unauthorized pay televi-
sion reception may or may not be prohibited by section 605 of the
Communications Act.
B. Legislative History
Courts"" and commentators14 7 examining the meaning of section
605 of the Communications Act have virtually ignored the provi-
sion's legislative history. These materials are particularly impor-
tant in the pay television cases, where the Act's applicability is un-
clear."1 4  A careful examination of the relevant history, scattered
among various debates and hearings held between 1912 and 1968,
leads to the conclusion that Congress intended to protect the pri-
vacy of telephone and broadcast "messages," which are quite dif-
ferent from the sort of communications transmitted by pay televi-
sion companies.
The substance of section 605 dates back to the International
145. To date, however, even courts that have not found § 605 to protect pay television
have not examined the "use of the general public" element carefully enough to reveal such a
construction. See Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, No. CV-80-829-LTL (C.D.
Cal. Aug. 4, 1980) (order dismissing § 605 claim) (unclear whether court's equating "general
public" with "public" also equates elements "broadcast" and "use of the general public"),
rev'd, 644 F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 1981); Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office, 474 F. Supp.
672, 681-82 (S.D.N.Y. 1979) (fails to interpret "general public" element).
146. See Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820, 822 (9th Cir. 1981)
(legislative history does not address question of section's applicability to subscription televi-
sion); Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459, 463 (analysis begun
from 1950's court decisions).
147. See, e.g., Note, supra note 105, at 416 ("There is virtually no legislative history mak-
ing particular reference to section 605.").
148. If the plain meaning of the statute is not clear, the legislative history often can guide
courts in statutory interpretation. See Reston v. FCC, 492 F. Supp. 697, 702-03 (D., D.C.
1980) (legislative history supplements plain meaning rule); Caminetti v. United States, 242
U.S. 470, 485 (1917) (plain meaning rule).
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Telegraph Convention of 1875,1" in which the subscribing nations
agreed to assure the secrecy of messages sent over telegraph
wires.o50 The Wireless Telegraph Convention of 1906'1' extended
this agreement to protect messages sent by "wireless telegraphy,"
that is, over broadcast frequencies.'
Pursuant to the 1906 treaty, 53 Congress made it a crime in the
Radio Act of 1912 to divulge the contents of a telegraph message to
anyone except the intended recipient.'5" Congressional hearings
and debates on the 1912 bill show unambiguously that the
lawmakers wanted to ensure that individuals' telegram messages
would be kept confidential.' There apparently had been some
149. International Telegraph Convention, July 10-22, 1875, 57 L.N.T.S. No. 212, re-
printed in 37 Stat. 1602 (1912).
150. Id., Art. 2: "[The High Contracting Parties] bind themselves to take all 'the necessary
measures for the purpose of insuring the secrecy of the correspondence and its safe
transmission."
151. Wireless Telegraph Convention, Nov. 3, 1906, 37 Stat. 1565 (1912), T.S. No. 568.
152. Id., Art. 17. This article incorporated article 2 of the 1875 convention by reference.
153. See 48 Cong. Rec. 10,593 (1912) (remarks of Mr. Alexander) (provision merely imple-
ments international convention).
154. Act to Regulate Radio Communication, Pub. L. No. 62-264, Reg. 19, 37 Stat. 302, 307
(1912):
No person or persons engaged in or having knowledge of the operation of any
station or stations, shall divulge or publish the contents of any messages transmit-
ted or received by such station, except to the person or persons to whom the same
may be directed. . . . Any person guilty of divulging or publishing any message,
except as herein provided, shall, on conviction thereof, be punishable by a fine of
not more than two hundred and fifty dollars or imprisonment for a period of not
exceeding three months, or both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the
court.
155. See 48 Cong. Rec. 10,593 (1912):
MR. ALEXANDER. The telegraph operator has no right to disclose the secrets of a
message.
MR. MCCALL. Of course, but we have not a statute of the United States on that
subject, have we?
MR. ALEXANDER. I am not sure whether we have or not.
MR. MANN. Well, we have not. .
MR. MCCALL. I do not know of any statute of the United States that would be
in accordance with this. I think if an agent of a company receiving the dispatch, a
telegraph operator, discloses the contents the company would be liable for dam-
ages to the people who are interested in the transmission of that message and to
the man who had paid for it. I do not see why we should have any penal provision
here when the practice and custom are so well settled as they are in the case of
telegraph operators. The lot of one of these operators is sufficiently hard now
without putting criminal statutes in his path.
MR. ALEXANDER. I will call the gentleman's attention to the fact that this relates
to secrecy of messages and is required by the Berlin convention, and we are simply
carrying out the provisions of that convention to which we became party by the
action of the Senate.
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sensational incidents in which intercepted telegraph messages were
published and the embarrassed party was denied legal recourse.156
Proponents of the 1912 "secrecy of messages" provision also
wanted to ensure that sensitive government messages transmitted
over the airwaves could not be divulged with impunity by anyone
listening in. 157 The law did not, however, forbid mere interception
of radio messages; the Senate report on the bill clearly showed that
it was legal for someone to "hea[r] . . . messages at all times and
places as [he] may elect."" The 1912 language, 59 therefore,
clearly proscribed unauthorized disclosure of private telegraph
messages, but it did not make mere reception of such messages
illegal.
Congress retained the meaning of the 1912 "secrecy of messages"
provision in section 27 of the 1927 Communications Act.1e0 The
1927 language,6 1 which provided much of the language of the pre-
156. See Hearing before the Subcomm. of the Senate Comm. on Commerce on S.3620 &
S.5334, 62d Cong., 2d Sess. 82 (1912) [hereinafter cited as 1912 Senate Hearing] (remarks of
Mr. John Bottomley, Marconi Wireless Telegr. Co. representative): "A message was sent to
me by a lady from a ship and was [intercepted and] turned into ridicule by one of the
papers. I took the matter up with them and they wrote me that there was no law against
publishing anything they could catch." Hearings before the House Comm. on Merch.
Marine & Fisheries on H.R. 15357 to Regulate Radio Communications, 62 Cong., 2d Sess.
80-81 (1912) [hereinafter cited as 1912 House Hearings] (statement of Mr. Lloyd Marshall,
U.S. Wireless Telegr. Co. representative): "[If we send out a message to a certain man it
ought to reach that man and no one else, and should not be published in the New York
Herald or New York World. . . ."
157. Lt. Commander D.W. Todd, U.S.N., who assisted in drafting the 1912 bill, even sug-
gested a license for all radio receivers to guarantee that an agent of a foreign government
would not "[put] up a wire anywhere and receiv[e] Government messages all day long and
cabl[e] them where he chooses." See 1912 Senate Hearing, supra note 156, at 23-24; 1912
House Hearings, supra note 156, at 80 (statement of Mr. Lloyd Marshall).
158. S. REP. No. 698, 62d Cong., 2d Sess. 14 (1912) (emphasis added).
159. See note 154, supra.
160. Radio Act of 1927, Pub. L. No. 69-632, § 27, 44 Stat. 1172.
161. Section 27 provides in part:
No person receiving or assisting in receiving any radio communication shall di-
vulge or publish the contents, substance, purport, effect, or meaning thereof ex-
cept through authorized channels of transmission or reception to any person other
than the addressee . . . ; and no person not being authorized by the sender shall
intercept any message and divulge or publish the contents, substance, purport,
effect, or meaning of such intercepted message to any person; and no person not
being entitled thereto shall receive or assist in receiving any radio communication
and use the same or any information therein contained for his own benefit or for
the benefit of another not entitled thereto; and no person having received such
intercepted radio communication or having become acquainted with the contents,
substance, purport, effect, or meaning of the same or any part thereof, knowing
that such information was so obtained, shall divulge or publish the contents, sub-
stance, purport, effect, or meaning of the same or any part thereof, or use the
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sent law,162 prohibited unauthorized reception and use of "radio
communications" for personal benefit or for the benefit of an-
other.' The statute specifically exempted from liability, however,
any reception and use of broadcasts intended for the "use of the
general public." 6 4 There is ample legislative history to indicate
that the lawmakers viewed the revised section merely as a restate-
ment of the 1912 law.165
The 1934 revision of this section broadened the language to spe-
cifically include wire communications, i.e., telephone calls."' The
limited legislative history of the revision indicates, however, that
Congress did not make further changes in the "secrecy of
messages" provision. 6 7
Congress has amended section 605'68 only once since 1934,'" but
this amendment did not change the "unauthorized interception
same or any information therein contained for his own benefit or for the benefit of
another not entitled thereto: Provided, That this section shall not apply to the
receiving, divulging, publishing, or utilizing the contents of any radio communica-
tions broadcasted or transmitted by amateurs or others for the use of the general
public or relating to ships in distress.
Id.
162. See note 11, supra.
163. See note 161, supra.
164. Id.
165. "Section 22 [sec. 27 in final version] is a declaration of existing law, although it is
amplified considerably in language, prohibiting the divulging of radio communications to
any person other than the person to whom they are addressed." Hearings before the [Sen-
ate] Comm. on Interstate Commerce on S.1 and S.1754, 69th Cong., 1st Sess. 122 (1926)
(comments of S.B. Davis, J., Commerce Dep't solicitor). "The provisions regarding the pro-
tection of ship signals and messages against reception and use by unauthorized persons are
largely a redraft of existing law. . . ." S. REP. No. 772, 69th Cong., lst Sess. 5 (1926).
166. See Communications Act of 1934, Pub. L. No. 73-416, § 605, 48 Stat. 1064, 1103.
167. See S. REP. No. 781, 73D CONG., 2D SESS. 11 (1934), reprinted in 1 RAD. REG. 2d
(P & F) (Current Service) 10:1001, 1 10:1008 (1981): "Section 605, prohibiting unautho-
rized publication of communications, is based upon § 27 of the Radio Act [of 1927] and
extends it to wire communications."
Section 605 was passed in the same language as originally introduced. See S. 2910, § 605,
73d Cong. 2d Sess. (1934), reprinted in Hearings before the [Senate] Comm. on Interstate
Commerce on S. 2910, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 30 (1934). There was virtually no legislative de-
bate on section 605 and it went unmentioned in the hearings.
The case law has suggested that Congress brought wire communications under section 605
as a result of the 1928 Supreme Court case Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438 (1928).
See id., at 465-66 (Congress may protect secrecy of telephone messages by direct legislation;
Supreme Court refused to make wiretaps a federal offense); see People v. Trief, 65 Misc. 2d
272, 274, 317 N.Y.S.2d 525, 527 (Sup. Ct. 1970) (in 1928 no federal statute covered wiretap-
ping), aff'd, 137 A.D.2d 553, N.Y.S.2d 659 (1971).
168. 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976).
169. See Omnibus Crime Control & Safe Streets Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-351, tit. III,
§ 802, 82 Stat. 223 (amending 47 U.S.C. § 605).
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and use of radio communications" provision.17 0 The amendment,
part of the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1968,1'1 was enacted as
a response to fifty years of "extremely unsatisfactory" wiretapping
cases under section 605.1" Subsequent case law confirmed that the
purpose of the amendment was to address the problem of when
evidence gained by wiretap was admissible.'73 No court has viewed
the 1968 amendment as relevant in the pay television cases, fur-
ther evidence that Congress did not intend to change the meaning
of this portion of section 605 and its progeny.
The statute that prohibits unauthorized interception and use of
radio communications, therefore, has a legislative history dating
back to the 1912 radio act. The 1912 hearings and congressional
reports clearly indicate that the provision should be read as impos-
ing criminal sanctions against unauthorized interception and use of
"messages" of the sort typified by telegraph communications, se-
cret government transmissions and telephone conversations. Legis-
lative histories of the 1927 and 1934 Communications Acts and of
the 1968 amendment to the 1934 Act show that Congress has never
intended to change the provision's original meaning.
C. Economic Considerations
A further problem with finding liability for unauthorized pay tel-
evision reception under section 605 is that the economic incentive
for pay television companies to implement long-term solutions to
the problem is thereby reduced.
170. Compare the language of the current section 605, note 11 supra, with section 605 as
originally passed, Communications Act of 1934, Pub. L. No. 73-416, § 605, 48 Stat. 1064,
1103-04.
The Senate report on the amendment did, without explanation, claim that it had passed a
new section 605. See S. REP. No. 1097, supra note 172, [1968] U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS
2196: "This section is not intended merely to be a reenactment of section 605. The new
provision is intended as a substitute."
171. Pub. L. No. 90-351, tit. III, § 802, 82 Stat. 223.
172. See S. REP. No. 1097, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. (1968), reprinted in [19681 U.S. CODE
CONG. & AD. NEWS 2112, 2154.
Among other things, title III carefully delineated the circumstances in which "disclosure"
of wiretaps and "bugs" would be lawful under § 605, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-20 (1976); and it
made the proscription against unauthorized interception and "use" of wire communications
part of the U.S. Criminal Code, 18 U.S.C. § 2511 (1976).
173. See United States v. Hall, 488 F.2d 193, 195 (9th Cir. 1973) (1968 amendment ex-
cluded law enforcement officials from purview of § 605); People v. Trief, 65 Misc. 2d 272,
276, 317 N.Y.S.2d 525, 529-30 (Sup. Ct. 1970); (1968 Act intended to define authorized and
unauthorized interception of communication and to prohibit use of unauthorized intercep-
tions in court), aff'd, 37 A.D.2d 553, 323 N.Y.S.2d 659 (1971).
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The FCC has taken the view that pay television companies
should have primary responsibility for signal protection and that
laws in this area should encourage signal scrambling because the
signal originator is in the best position to protect the signal.'7  The
pay television industry views signal scrambling as the ultimate so-
lution to unauthorized reception as well,' 75 and readily admits that
legal actions-including actions under section 605-are stopgap
measures to discourage unauthorized reception until the industry
installs improved scrambling technology.'7
The cost of scrambling technology to date has discouraged many
pay television systems from investing in sophisticated encoding
equipment.'7 7 Affordable scrambling is available for any type of
pay television system, but such scrambling systems are in various
degrees accessible to anyone knowledgeable in electronics.77 More
elaborate technology capable of virtually complete signal protec-
tion is, however, available. 7  The cost of such systems is much
higher than the more common systems, 80 and the industry
projects that it could be five years before the price and availability
of "tamper-proof" scrambling improves significantly.'" In the
174. Comments of FCC Gen. Counsel Stephen A. Sharp to House Subcomm. on Telecom.,
Consumer Protection & Fin. on H.R. 4727, at 5 (Dec. 17, 1981) (unpublished committee
records).
175. Mr. Sharp has taken the position that a statutory presumption in favor of pay televi-
sion systems that use scrambling systems, regardless of the level of security, will encourage
industry responsibility for signal protection. This Note takes the view that only full respon-
sibility for signal protection will be sufficient incentive for the development of effective sig-
nal scrambling.
176. See note 175, infra.
177. TVC, supra note 68, at 86 (cost is first reason programmers have not rushed into
scrambling marketplace). See CABLE AGE, supra note 22, at 9 (technological means available
for MDS security if operators willing to "foot the bill").
178. For STV, scrambler units cost between $5000 and $250,000, and descramblers aver-
age $100-200 each. Satellite scramblers are a $15,000 investment, with receiving units cost-
ing $800-3000 each. Complete MDS scrambler/descrambler systems can cost $500,000. Tes-
timony of Mr. Carl Bradshaw, V.P. Oak Industries, to House Subcomm. on Telecom.,
Consumer Protection & Fin. on H.R. 4727, at 5-6 (Nov. 17, 1981) (unpublished committee
records).
179. Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Telecom., Consumer Protection & Fin. of the
House Comm. on Energy & Commerce on H.R. 4727 to Amend 47 U.S.C. § 605, 97th Cong.,
1st Sess. 58 (Nov. 17, 1981) (unofficial transcript) [hereinafter cited as 1981 Hearings] (re-
marks of Mr. Andrew Setos, V.P. Warner-Amex) (effective signal scrambling available at 10-
20 times cost of current technology); CABLE AGE, supra note 22, at 9 (Tampa, Fla. MDS
system installs virtually tamper-proof scrambling system).
180. See note 179, supra.
181. 1981 Hearings, supra note 179, at 58 (remarks of Mr. Andrew Setos, V.P. Warner-
Amex) (technological solutions should be practical in 5-10 years, sooner if the rapidly-ad-
vancing field experiences breakthroughs).
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meantime, the sophisticated scrambling technology represents a
long-term investment that pay television companies would want to
consider quite carefully.
The long-term solution of signal scrambling has also been dis-
couraged by expensive litigation under section 605 against unau-
thorized pay television reception. The pay television industry ad-
mits that it has spent millions of dollars trying to have section 605
interpreted in its favor," resources that could have been better
spent in improving and implementing signal scrambling technol-
ogy.'8" Despite the enormous cost of this litigation, the industry
views actions under section 605 as the most efficient and effective
legal actions currently available.'" If section 605 actions were not
available, other legal claims would remain-for example, theft-of-
service actions and copyright claims-claims which are not, how-
ever, as efficient to litigate.' Improving scrambling technology
thereby would become more economically attractive, as compared
with pursuing the more expensive remaining legal remedies.
Further, the unavailability of section 605 actions would not
threaten the long-term prospects for pay television. Assertions that
the industry's continued existence is jeopardized by unauthorized
reception have been frequently made and uncritically accepted.'
Despite unauthorized reception, however, pay television revenues
continue to increase remarkably.'8 7 The industry has been unable
182. Id. at 44 (remarks of Mr. Carl Bradshaw, V.P. Oak Industries); see also id. at 30
(remarks of Mr. Robert Cahill, Chairman Nat'l Subscription Television Ass'n) (organization
spent $375,000 to date fighting unauthorized reception).
183. One of the most flagrant examples of how § 605 actions have discouraged improved
technology is Home Box Office, which litigated some of the major pay television cases under
section 605, see, e.g., Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office, 474 F. Supp. 672 (S.D.N.Y.
1979); Home Box Office, Inc. v. Pay TV of Greater New York, Inc., 467 F. Supp. 525
(E.D.N.Y. 1979), and which to date has installed no signal scrambling system at all. See Pay
TV Newsletter, July 31, 1981, at 8 (HBO makes decision to scramble signal when sufficiently
sophisticated, reasonably-priced technology available).
184. The problems with state theft-of-service statutes, the major alternative to § 605 ac-
tions, are as follows: (1) State officials view unauthorized pay television reception as a prob-
lem with little social danger and with low priority for prosecution. STV REPORT, supra note
28, at 43 n.125 (1980). (2) State claims are not as "efficient" as federal enforcement. MDS
REPORT, supra note 32, at 66 n.29.
185. See note 184, supra.
186. See, e.g., Brief for Plaintiff in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction, Home
Box Office, Inc. v. Advanced Consumer Technology, No. 81 Civ. 0559 (ADS) (S.D.N.Y. un-
dated) (unless injunction issues, HBO's ability to provide program service dangerously jeop-
ardized); 1981 Hearings, supra note 179, at 3 (introductory remarks of Rep. Wirth).
187. For example, in the first six months of 1981, pay cable subscribers increased from
9,143,502 to 11,320,000, up 23.8%. Pay TV Newsletter, Jul. 15, 1981, at 1. MDS subscribers
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to reliably document the extent of unauthorized reception,"' but
rough estimates indicate that the problem is not very great indus-
try-wide."' Further, the amount of damage actually being done to
pay television companies should be discounted even further, be-
cause many unauthorized viewers would never have become paying
customers even if unauthorized reception had not been available to
them.190 Moreover, the deterrent effect of section 605 on those that
would have become unauthorized viewers but for the statute, has
never been established; and it appears unlikely that such deter-
rence would be any less under the other legal prohibitions that
would remain in force if section 605 did not protect pay
television."
increased from 447,229 to 500,000 (an 11.8% increase), id., at an average subscription rate of
$15.08 per month (annual revenues $90.48 million). See Newsletter on Multipoint Distribu-
tion Service, May 11, 1981, at 1. STV service increased from 797,917 to 1,081,154 subscribers
(a 35.5% increase), with an average subscription rate of $19.29 per month (annual revenue
$250.2 million). See Pay TV Newsletter, July 31, 1981, at 5; Pay TV Newsletter, July 15,
1981, at 1.
188. See Testimony of Mr. Andrew Setos, V.P. Warner-Amex, to House Subcomm. on
Telecom., Consumer Protection & Fin. on H.R. 4727, at 5 (Nov. 17, 1981) (unpublished
committee records) (pay television companies have no feasible means of determining num-
ber of non-subscribers).
189. The rate of unauthorized interception is most likely between 3% and 10% industry-
wide, but such generalizations must be drawn from widely-varying measurements in individ-
ual markets. See, e.g., 1981 Hearings, supra note 179, at 44 (remarks of Ms. Linda Synnott,
Gen. Mgr. Tex. Entertainment Net.) (50% rate of unauthorized reception claimed for Texas
MDS system); CABLE AGE, supra note 22, at 9, 10 (Tampa, Fla. MDS system has eliminated
unauthorized reception); id. at 10 (Miami MDS system found 700 unauthorized receivers)
(6% of paid subscribers); id. (unauthorized pay cable reception 3% among several ATC-
owned cable systems); id. at 12 (Manhattan cable television system estimates 10% -20% of
connections unauthorized).
190. See Testimony of Mr. Andrew Setos, supra note 188, at 5 (one problem in measuring
damages in § 605 cases is determining which unauthorized viewers would otherwise have
been paying customers).
Some industry officials claim that 50% of non-subscribers caught receiving pay television
are willing to become paying customers. See CABLE AGE, supra note 22, at 8, 12. This figure
may be inflated, however. In Tampa, Florida, an MDS operator recently installed an en-
coder system that is virtually tamper-proof. Subscription sales only increased by 12%. See
id. at 9.
191. Although the pay television companies view other legal actions as less efficient and
less effective, see note 184 supra, pay television companies are not pleased with the reme-
dies they have been getting under § 605. Injunctions issued under § 605 are closing down
businesses selling unauthorized receivers, but these companies are reopening and continuing
their activities under other names. See 1981 Hearings, supra note 179, at 30-31 (remarks of
Mr. Robert Cahill, Chairman, Nat'l Subscription Television Ass'n). Damages under § 605
are virtually impossible to prove, and courts view pay television companies' claims of dam-
ages with suspicion. See id. at 31 (remarks of Mr. Cahill). The industry claims that § 605 is
"legally impotent" (Testimony of Mr. Andrew Setos, supra note 188, at 4), and it is difficult
to see how absence of such a statute would significantly reduce legal deterrence of unautho-
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The FCC has followed a similar market approach to signal secur-
ity in a field with problems comparable to those of pay television.
In a recent rulemaking proceeding for digital termination systems
(DTS), which are communications systems designed to transmit
business and government data and teleconferences,'" the Commis-
sion considered the "major problem" of data security in DTS sys-
tems." In DTS, as in pay television, any person with proper re-
ceiving equipment located at an appropriate site could readily
receive the communications transmitted.19 4 The FCC, in refusing
to promulgate rules concerning DTS security, viewed market forces
as the appropriate means for determining the level of security in
such systems. 95 It noted that encoding digital messages was not
difficult, that the person transmitting DTS messages was in the
best position to know what level of security was needed, and that
the person transmitting DTS communications was best able to de-
cide how much money should be spent for security."9 "
Not allowing liability for unauthorized pay television reception
under section 605 would similarly encourage a market approach for
pay television security. Encoding pay television signals is, as has
been examined, not economically impractical. 97 A pay television
company is in the best position to know what level of security is
needed for its signals and what amount it is willing to pay for se-
curity (i.e., to make a cost-benefit determination)." Such an ap-
proach would encourage pay television companies to more seriously
consider market factors in improving security and discourage the
"stopgap" approach of legal action under section 605.'"
rized reception.
192. See First Report & Order in the Matter of Digital Termination Systems, 46 Fed.
Reg. 23,428, 23,429 (1981).
193. Id. at 23,438.
194. Id.
195. Id. The Commission did not foreclose actions under § 605 for unauthorized DTS
reception, and stated (without explanation) that total reliance on market forces may not
always best serve the public interest. Id. As this note demonstrates, there is no reason why
the public interest would not be well-served by a market approach to pay television security.
196. Id.
197. See notes 174-198 and accompanying text, supra.
198. A degree of cost-benefit weighing is already occurring. See MDS REPORT, supra note
32, at 45: "An individual STV operator will have to make a decision [on increased security]
based on an estimate which balances the economic loss from projected or actual unautho-
rized use in its market against the increased cost of a more expensive system with greater
security;" CABLE AGE, supra note 22, at 9 ("[Unauthorized reception is] like shoplifting in a
store. You have to budget for it."). The recommendation of this Note merely removes the
option of litigation under § 605 from the cost-benefit formula.





The uncertainty surrounding the meaning of section 605 and its
application to the new pay television technologies warrants legisla-
tive review of the scope of signal protection under this statute.
Even though two circuit courts have agreed that section 605 does
protect pay television, 00 this note has pointed out sound legal and
economic reasons why liability for unauthorized pay television re-
ception should not be based upon section 605.
In order to make it clear to the courts that no such liability
under section 605 should be allowed, Congress should pass a brief
amendment to this provision. A suggested revision is offered
herewith:
No person not being entitled thereto shall receive or assist in re-
ceiving any interstate or foreign communication by radio and use
such communication (or any information contained therein) for
his own benefit or for the benefit of another not, entitled
thereto. . . . This section shall not apply to the receiving, divulg-
ing, publishing, or utilizing the contents of any radio communica-
tion which is broadcast or transmitted by amateurs or others for
the use of the general public, or which contains programming of
the type of interest to the general public . . . .n20
The advantages of such an amendment are several. It would
clear up the difficulties of the statutory language, it would require
that courts interpret the statute according to its original meaning,




With the rapid advancement of video technology and the recent
reception is that the "airwaves belong to the public" and that anything transmitted over the
airwaves should be free for anyone to receive. See 1981 Hearings, supra note 179, at 10-12
(remarks of Rep. Rose); Editorial, supra note 34. This argument, while plausible, is weak.
Some commentators have questioned whether the "public airwaves" doctrine has any mean-
ing at all. See Robinson, The FCC and the First Amendment: Observations on 40 Years of
Radio and Television Regulation, 52 MINN. L. REV. 67, 152 (1967) (concept is "logically
meaningless"). This note will not attempt to harmonize or to rationalize the arguments and
cases that loosely comprise the "public airwaves doctrine."
200. See Nat'l Subscription Television v. S & H TV, 644 F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 1981);
Chartwell Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459 (6th Cir. 1980).
201. 47 U.S.C. § 605 (1976) (proposed amendment italicized).
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development of pay television, the need has suddenly arisen for
adequate safeguards against unauthorized reception. Such safe-
guards should not be sought in section 605 of the Communications
Act, however. The wording of section 605, the legislative history of
the provision, and the economic considerations involved, do not
support liability for unauthorized pay television reception based on
this particular statute. Not allowing pay television companies to
rely on this statute would not foreclose all legal actions, but would
encourage improved scrambling technology-the long-term solu-
tion to the problem. An amendment to section 605 would make
such a policy clear to the federal courts.

